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We demonstrate electrostatic guiding of cold heavy water �D2O� molecules over a distance of
44.5 cm by using a quadrupolelike electrostatic field, which is generated by the combination of two
parallel charged poles and two grounded metal plates. We measure the transverse spatial distribution
of the guided D2O molecular beam and study the dependence of the relative guiding efficiency and
the transverse temperature of the guided molecular beam on the guiding voltage. Our study shows
that the maximum guiding efficiency of �50% can be obtained, and our experimental results are in
good agreement with ones of theoretical calculation and Monte Carlo simulations, and this guiding
scheme has some potential applications in molecule optics, such as molecular-beam splitter,
integrated molecular optics, etc. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2837462�

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that cold molecules offer some new
opportunities for molecular spectroscopy and precision
measurements,1 molecular collisions and cold chemistry,2,3

and so on. Especially, new applications of cold polar mol-
ecules in quantum computing and its information
processing4,5 have attracted increasing interests in recent
years. Using the interaction of the molecular electric dipole
moment with an inhomogeneous electrostatic field, polar
molecules can be decelerated,6,7 trapped,8 and
manipulated.9–16 When the average orientation of the mo-
lecular electric dipole moments is parallel or antiparallel to
the local electric field, the polar molecules in the high-field-
seeking �HFS� states will be attracted to the maximum of the
electrostatic field, or the molecules in the low-field-seeking
�LFS� states will be repulsed to the minimum of the electric
field. In 2000, Loesch and Scheel demonstrated a Keppler
electrostatic guiding of cold polar molecules �NaCl, NaBr,
NaI� in the HFS states and obtained the maximum guiding
efficiency of �0.12%.11 Recently, Rempe and co-workers
realized the quadrupole electrostatic guiding of cold polar
molecules �such as H2CO, ND3 and D2O� in the LFS states
or in the HFS ones from an effusive molecular beam by
using a standard quadrupole electrostatic field, which was
generated by four charged poles,12–14 but its guiding effi-
ciency did not be reported. This scheme cannot only be used
to guide cold polar molecules in the LFS or HFS states, but
also to generate cold molecular beam by the low-pass energy
filter based on the bend molecular guiding. More recently,
two novel and simpler schemes to guide cold polar mol-
ecules using a hollow electrostatic field generated by the
combination of two parallel charged poles and a ground
metal plate or by the combination of a single charged pole
and two parallel ground metal plates were proposed.15,16 In
this paper, we demonstrate a new scheme to guide cold polar

molecules by using a quadrupolelike electrostatic field,
which is generated by the combination of two parallel
charged poles and two parallel ground metal plates, and mea-
sure the transverse spatial distribution of the guided super-
sonic D2O molecular beam, and study the dependence of the
relative guiding efficiency and the transverse temperature of
the guided molecular beam on the guiding voltage. Also, we
study the dynamic guiding process of cold polar molecules
by using the theory model and Monte Carlo simulations, and
briefly discuss some potential applications of our guiding
scheme in molecule optics.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1 shows our experimental setup, which consists
of a compact supersonic molecular beam system with two
differentially pumped vacuum chambers and a molecular
guiding system. The locations of each element and their sizes
in our guiding system with respect to the nozzle of the sole-
noid valve are summarized in Fig. 1�b�. The experiment has
been performed with the heavy water �D2O� seeded in the
argon carrier gas. A pulsed supersonic beam of D2O is
formed by adiabatically expanding a gaseous mixture, 1.2%
heavy water vapor evaporated at room temperature with an
argon carrier gas through a solenoid valve �General Valve,
Series 9, �0.5 mm� into vacuum, and its stagnation pressure
is 2.0 atm. The operating pressure in the source chamber and
the guiding one are typically �2.0�10−3 and �3.0
�10−6 Pa, respectively. The molecular beam passes through
a skimmer with a diameter of 1.0 mm into the guiding cham-
ber, and then flies into a 50 mm long hexapole electrostatic
field, which play the states selecting and focusing function as
a positive lens for polar molecules in the LFS states, and
here the hexapole �HP� is made of six stainless steel rods
with a 3.0 mm diameter placed equidistantly on a circles
with a 4.5 mm radius and �8.0 kV. The state-selected and
focused molecules will be efficiently coupled into and
guided in the hollow quadrupolelike electrostatic field gen-
erated by the combination of a pair of parallel charged stain-
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less steel rods �electrodes� and two grounded metal plates,
and then the output molecular beam from a sampling small
hole with a radius of 1.0 mm is ionized by the frequency-
quadrupled output of a Nd:YAG �yttrium aluminum garnet�
laser �Continuum Surelite I-10, 266 nm, 5 ns� with a single-
pulse energy of 10.5 mJ. The D2O ions were collected and
accelerated into time-of-flight mass spectrometer with Wiley-
McLaren type, and finally detected by dual microchannel
plates �MCP� in Chevron configuration �operated at a gain of
106�. The signals from the MCP output were collected and
averaged on an oscilloscope �HP 54616C, 500 MHz�, whose
output was transferred to the personal computer for signal
storage and processing.

For simplicity, the �x ,y ,z� coordinates are set as shown
in Fig. 1�a�, and the guiding direction of cold molecular
beam is parallel to the z-axis. The cross-sectional diagram of
the guide apparatus is shown in Fig. 1�a�. In our guiding
experiment, the length and radius of two guiding electrodes
are L=445.0 mm and r0=1.0 mm, respectively, and the half
distance between the centers of two electrodes is a
=2.0 mm, and the distance between the grounded metal plate
and the center of the guiding electrodes is b=10.0 mm, and
the two electrodes are charged by a high voltage source. We
use the finite element software to calculate the spatial distri-
bution of the electrostatic field produced by our charged-rod
layout and find that there is a hollow quadrupolelike electro-
static field distribution �i.e., a hollow electrostatic tube� with
a central minimum between two electrodes, as shown in Fig.
1�a�, so our scheme can be used to realize the electrostatic
guiding of cold polar molecules in the LFS states, and the
resulting dipole force will push cold polar molecules to the
minimum of the electric field. Because both the supersonic
molecular beam and the ionized YAG laser beam are pulsed
with a repetition frequency of 10 Hz, we employ a five-
channel digital pulse generator to form a time-sequence con-
trolling and synchronizing system so as to make sure that the
YAG laser pulse shoots as soon as the guided molecules
arrive at the ionizing region. In the experiment, the open
width of the pulse valve is 400 �s, the mean velocity of the
D2O beam after the skimmer is about 550 m /s with a veloc-
ity spread �full width at half maximum� of about 28%, cor-

responding to a translational temperature of 16.3 K, and the
corresponding transverse temperature is about 61.3 mK.17

III. THEORY AND MODELING

A. Theoretical calculation of absolute
guiding efficiency

When the D2O molecules are regarded as classical par-
ticles in the course of the guiding, the distributions of the
position and velocity of the molecules before they enter the
electrostatic tube are fp�x ,y� and fv�vx ,vy ,vz�, respectively.
We assume that the velocity distribution function
fv�vx ,vy ,vz� can be resolved into three components that are
perpendicular to each other. So the distribution function can
be written as

f�x,y ;vx,vy,vz� = fp�x,y�fv�vx,vy,vz�

= fp�x,y�fv�vx�fv�vy�fv�vz� , �1�

and we have

fv�vx� = �m/2�kTt � exp�− �mvx
2/2kTt�� , �2�

fv�vy� = �m/2�kTt � exp�− �mvy
2/2kTt�� , �3�

fv�vz� = kvz
2 exp�− �m�vz − u�2/2kTl�� , �4�

where Tt and Tl are the transverse and translational �longitu-
dinal� temperatures of the molecular beam, respectively, m
the molecular mass, u the most probable velocity of molecu-
lar beam, and k the constant. The input flux can be expressed
by

Jin = �
p�x,y�

fp�x,y�dxdy�
vz�0

f�vx�f�vy�f�vz�vzdvxdvydvz

= k�
0

�

vz
3 exp�− m�vz − u�2/2kTl�dvz, �5�

where fp�x ,y� is the two-dimensional �2D� position distribu-
tion of the incident molecular beam at the entrance of the
electrostatic tube.

The total energy of the molecules in the electrostatic
field, i.e., kinetic energy plus Stark potential energy, is con-
servative. The motion of the guided molecules in the velocity
region S must satisfy the energy conservation law as follows:

S�vx,vy�:mvx
2/2 + mvy

2/2 � Wx + Wy . �6�

That is to say, the cold molecules that can be bounded by the
electrostatic potential must satisfy the above condition, Wx

and Wy are the interaction Stark potentials of polar molecules
with the electrostatic field in the x and y directions, respec-
tively.

The output flux of the guiding molecular beam can be
derived by

FIG. 1. �a� Cross-sectional view of a pair of parallel charged stainless steel
rods and two grounded metal plates; �b� sketch map of the experimental
apparatus and the locations of each element in front of the nozzle and their
sizes. PV, SK, HP, GMP, and S stand for pulse valve, skimmer, hexapole,
grounded metal plate, and sampling hole, respectively.
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Jout = �
p�x,y�

fp��x,y�dxdy�
S�vx,vy�,vz�0

f�vx�f�vy�f�vz�vzdvxdvydvz

= k�
0

�

vz
3 exp�− m�vz − u�2/2kTl�dvz�

S�vx,vy�
f�vx�f�vy�dvxdvy , �7�

where fp��x ,y� is the 2D position distribution of the output
beam at the outlet of the electrostatic tube.

Then the absolute guiding efficiency can be defined as

� = Jout/Jin. �8�

Substituting Eqs. �5� and �7� into Eq. �8�, we can obtain
the absolute guiding efficiency of the guided molecular
beam.

B. Details of Monte Carlo simulations

D2O is an asymmetric top molecule with rotational con-
stants of A=15.39 cm−1, B=7.26 cm−1, and C=4.85 cm−1,
and its electric dipole moment is 1.87 D.18 The rotational
energy levels of D2O molecule are quite different from that
of H2O due to the difference of their rotational constants, and
the energy differences between the D2O molecular levels are
smaller, so the D2O levels are denser. In addition, D2O mol-
ecule has a larger Stark shifts than H2O one in the same
electric field.

In the supersonic expansion, the molecular beam is rota-
tionally and vibrationally cooled, and almost all molecules
are populated in the vibrational and electronic ground states.
Under the condition of thermal equilibrium, the relative
population of the different rotational states is determined by
the Boltzmann distribution and by their degeneracy. For the
sake of simple and convenient, in our simulation, we assume
that the reasonable rotational temperature of the supersonic
molecular beam is equal to 20 K, which is higher than its
translational temperature. In this case, more than 97% D2O
molecules in our guided molecular beam are populated in the
LFS states of J	2, in which the populations of the �1,1,1	
and �1,0,0	 states are about 37% and 22%, respectively.19

The Stark shift of each rotational state of D2O molecule
in the electrostatic field can be calculated by the Hamiltonian
�including rotational Hamiltonian and Stark interaction
Hamiltonian� as follows:7,9

H = Hrot + HStark = AJa
2 + BJb

2 + CJc
2 − � · E�r� , �9�

where Ja, Jb, and Jc are the components of the angular mo-
mentum along the three principal axes of inertia, with corre-
sponding rotational constants A, B, and C, and −� ·E�r� is
the Stark interaction potential of the molecular dipole mo-
ment � with the electric field E�r�. Following Ref. 9, the
eigenvalues EJ
M and eigenfunctions �J ,
 ,M	 of the asym-
metric rotor can be described as the superposition of
symmetric-rotor eigenfunctions �J ,K ,M	 and obtained by di-
agonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix in a truncated basis func-
tions. For the symmetric rotor, K and M denote the projec-
tion of the total angular momentum J on the molecular

symmetry axis �one of rotor body-fixed axis, in general, re-
garded as the axis of the highest symmetry� and on the z axis
�i.e., the direction of the external E-field�. For the asymmet-
ric rotor, K is not a good quantum number, the pseudoquan-
tum number 
 �
=K−−K+� is introduced to express the wave
functions �J ,
 ,M	 of the asymmetric rotor, and K− and K+

denote the prolate and the oblate top limits, respectively. A
reasonable approximation for the Stark shift calculation of
D2O can be described by second-order perturbation. The
Stark shifts can be obtained by numerically diagonalizing the
Stark Hamiltonian �Jmax=12� for D2O. From the above
method, we calculate the Stark shift of D2O molecule in our
electrostatic field and find that the LFS states of D2O have
quadratic Stark shifts, that is, the Stark shift of each LFS
state of D2O in the electric field E�r� can be fitted to a qua-
dratic polynomial,

W�r� = � + �E�r� + E�r�2, �10�

where �, �, and  are the fit coefficients. The electric field E
of an ideal hexapole is given by20

E�r� = 3U0r2/r1
3, �11�

where U0 is the voltage applied to each set of hexapole rods,
r1 the inner radius of the hexapole, and r the radial spatial
coordinate.

According to the Possion equation and method of
images,21 we can derive the following equations to calculate
the electric field distribution in free space generated by our
two-charged-wire system,

Ex�x,y� = C��x − a�/��x − a�2 + y2� + �x + a�/��x + a�2 + y2�

− �x − a�/��x − a�2 + �y − 2b�2�

− �x + a�/��x + a�2 + �y − 2b�2�

− �x − a�/��x − a�2 + �y + 2b�2�

− �x + a�/��x + a�2 + �y + 2b�2�� , �12�

Ey�x,y� = C�y/��x − a�2 + y2� + y/��x + a�2 + y2�

− �y − 2b�/��x − a�2 + �y − 2b�2�

− �y − 2b�/��x + a�2 + �y − 2b�2�

− �y + 2b�/��x − a�2 + �y + 2b�2�

− �y + 2b�/��x + a�2 + �y + 2b�2�� , �13�

where C is a constant. The above equations are derived by
assuming that the charged wires and grounded plate are in-
finitely long in the z direction. Then the total electric field
distribution is given by
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�E�x,y�� = �Ex
2�x,y� + Ey

2�x,y� . �14�

The constant C can be calculated by solving the equation

�
0

b

�E�x,y��dy = U �15�

when

x = � a ,

where U is the guiding voltage added on the wires.
Also, we can use the finite element software to calculate

the spatial distribution of the electrostatic field produced by
our charged-wire layout and find that the calculated results
from the above methods are identical except near the inlet
and outlet of the charged electrodes.

We use a set of experimental parameters to calculate the
spatial distributions of the electrostatic field in the x and y
directions, and the results are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen
from Fig. 2 that the higher the guiding voltage U is, the
larger the gradient of the electric field �E�x� or E�y�� near the
guiding center is, and the greater the maximum electric field
E�x�max or E�y�max in the guiding region is, and then the
deeper the 2D Stark potential well is, and the more the
guided cold molecules is.

To obtain some parameters of the guided molecular
beam and make the comparison with our experimental re-
sults, we study the dynamic process of the electrostatic guid-
ing of cold D2O molecules by using the classic Monte Carlo
simulation9 and Newton’s motional equation.

Due to Stark effect, the D2O molecules moving in the
electrostatic field experience a dipole gradient force, which
can be given by

F�r� = − �W�r� = mr̈ , �16�

where W�r� is the Stark potential. From Eqs. �10� and �16�,
we performed Monte Carlo simulations for the guided D2O
molecular beam. In our simulation, the number of the simu-
lated molecules is 104, and the considered Stark levels are all
the LFS states of J	2, and the transverse and longitudinal
temperatures of our incident supersonic D2O molecular beam
are 61.3 mK and 16.3 K, respectively. We assume that the
initial distribution of simulated molecular number at the in-
cident plane satisfies a Gaussian one, and its transverse and
longitudinal velocity distributions are given by Eqs. �2�–�4�,
and the simulated molecular trajectory is started from the
nozzle, and the transverse size of the incident molecular
beam is d=0.5 mm, which is equal to the diameter of the
nozzle. The simulated molecules in each LFS state with the
initial velocities and positions in the x, y, and z directions
move starting from the inlet of the hexapole electrostatic lens
and ended at the outlet of the electrostatic guiding tube, and
then the velocities and positions of the guided molecules are
recorded at the exit end of the guiding tube. The initial mo-
lecular number in each rotational state �including each Stark
splitting state� is weighted by their populations, and on the
output side, all the guided molecular number are summed for
all weighted rotational states, which are the same as the ini-
tial rotational states.

IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Since our guiding scheme is a straight line guiding one,
and the longitudinal most probable speed of the supersonic
D2O beam is very fast, the longitudinal motion of D2O mol-
ecules in the supersonic beam will be nearly not disturbed
during the molecular guiding process, while its transverse
motion will be confined by the transverse Stark potential
from the hollow electrostatic field, which will be determined
by the applied guiding voltage on the two electrodes. The
quadrupolelike electrostatic field forms a two-dimensional
potential well, and the interaction potential of cold polar
molecules with the electrostatic field depends on the internal
states of the guided molecules. Some hot molecules, whose
transverse kinetic energy exceeds the maximum transverse
potential depth, cannot be guided in our hollow electrostatic
pipe and pumped away by the molecular pump as the guid-
ing voltage Vguide	25 kV. However, many cold molecules
with lower transverse kinetic energies can be efficiently
guided in our hollow electrostatic pipe and exported from the
sampling hole and reach our detecting region. In order to
detect the guided D2O molecules, we use the time-of-flight
�TOF� mass spectroscopy to measure the guiding molecular
signal. A Teflon sampling hole with a diameter of 2 mm,

FIG. 2. The relationships between the guiding voltage U applied on the rods
and the electric field distributions in �a� the x direction and �b� the y direc-
tion for a=2.0 mm, b=10.0 mm, and r0=1.0 mm under the different guid-
ing voltages.
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placed at the outlet of our guiding electrodes, is used to
sample the guided D2O molecular beam and filter the most
of stray molecular scattering background. A pulsed 266 nm
YAG laser �10 Hz� is used to ionize the guided D2O mol-
ecules, and the ionized molecular ions are measured by the
MCP detector after 250 mm field-free flight, and the total
voltage on the extraction grid plate is 2200 V, and the sig-
nals are averaged over 300 shots. From the above analysis,
we know that the guiding effect of cold molecules mostly
happens in the transverse direction. In our experiment, con-
sequently, we just measured the transverse distribution of the
guided D2O molecular beam under the different guiding volt-
ages. Since the detected ion signal is proportional to the
number N of the guided molecules, the ion signals will show
the relative guiding efficiency of our guiding system. There
are six ion signal peaks in the TOF mass spectrum of D2O
molecules at 266 nm �as shown in the inset of Fig. 3�; they
are mainly D+, O+, OD+, and D2O+, respectively, including
H+, HDO+ caused by the impurity embedded in heavy water.
The sum of the curve-integrated areas under these ion peaks
represents the relative number N of the guided D2O mol-
ecules.

The measured transverse distribution of the guided D2O
molecular beam and its dependence on the guiding voltage
are shown in Fig. 3�b�, respectively. We can find from Fig.
3�b� that the higher the guiding voltage is, the higher the
relative ion signal intensity is, and all transverse distributions
of the guided D2O beam are Gaussian ones, which can be
fitted by the function f�r�=k exp�−r2 /r0

2� �as shown in Eqs.
�2� and �3��, where k and r0 are the constant and the position
spread of the guided molecule beam, respectively. It is obvi-
ous that the integrated area of each transverse distribution is
proportional to the flux Jout �or the number N� of the guided
D2O molecules, and this flux depends on the transverse Stark
potential for D2O molecules, which is determined by the
applied guiding voltage on the two electrodes.

It is clear that the ion signal without a guiding voltage is
a straight transmission signal, not a guiding one, so a real
and net guiding single must be a difference between the total
ion signal with a guiding voltage of Vguide�0 kV and the ion
one without a guiding voltage �i.e., as Vguide=0 kV�. The
experimental dependence of the relative guiding efficiency
on the guiding voltage is shown in Fig. 4. Each datum �the
black squares� in Fig. 4 represents a difference between each
integrated area under each transverse profile with a guiding
voltage of Vguide�0 kV, as shown in Fig. 3 and an integrated
area without a guiding voltage of Vguide=0 kV, and the rela-
tive guiding efficiency is defined as the ratio of each sub-
tracted integrated area at each guiding voltage to the corre-
sponding value with a guiding voltage of 25.0 kV. We study
the dependence of the relative guiding efficiency of cold
molecules on the guiding voltage, and the experimental re-
sults �the black squares�, the theoretically calculated results
�the solid curve�, and Monte Carlo simulated results �the
black triangles� are shown in Fig. 4, respectively. In Fig. 4,
the integrated area under each transverse profile as shown in
Fig. 3�b� is proportional to the number N of the guiding
molecules, and the solid curve is calculated by Eq. �8�. It is
clear from Fig. 4 that the higher the guiding voltage is, the
higher the relative guiding efficiency is, and the experimental
results are in good agreement with the both calculated and
simulated ones. In our experiment, we can only measure the
relative guiding efficiency, but by comparing it with the ab-
solute one by our theoretical calculation and simulating, we
can estimate the absolute guiding efficiency of our quadru-
polelike guiding scheme. We can see from Fig. 4 that the
maximum absolute guiding efficiency of our guiding scheme
can reach �50% as the guiding voltage is equal to 25 kV.

Also, we observed the transverse velocity distribution of
the guided D2O molecular beam and studied the dependence
of the transverse temperature on the guiding voltage, and the
experimental results are shown in Fig. 5. We can find from
Fig. 5 that the transverse temperature of the guided molecu-
lar beam is increased with the increase of the guiding volt-

FIG. 3. �a� Time-of-flight mass spectra of pulsed D2O molecule seeded in
2 atm argon ionized by pulsed of 266 nm laser with a pulse energy of
10.5 mJ. �b� The relative ion signal intensity of the guided D2O molecules
vs the transverse position for U=0, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0, and 25.0 kV when
a=2 mm, b=10 mm, r0=1 mm, and VHP= �8.0 kV. The symbols �black or
hollow squares, circles, and triangles� with the corresponding error bars
represent the experimental data points under the different guiding voltages,
and the solid lines are the theoretically fitted curves by Gaussian profile.

FIG. 4. The dependence of the relative guiding efficiency of cold molecules
on the guiding voltage for a=2 mm, b=10 mm, r0=1 mm, and VHP

= �8.0 kV. The black squares are the experimental data points including the
corresponding error bars, the black triangles represent the Monte Carlo
simulated results, while the solid line is the calculated results based on our
theory model.
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age, and the transverse temperature is increased from about
10 to 28 mK when the guiding voltage is increased from
5 to 25 kV. This because the higher the guiding voltage is,
the deeper the transverse well depth of our guiding system is,
and then the higher the guiding efficiency is, and the higher
the transverse temperature of the guided molecular beam is.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the quadrupolelike electrostatic
guiding of cold D2O molecules by using a hollow electro-
static field and measured the transverse distributions of the
guided molecular beam under the different guiding voltages,
and studied the dependence of the relative guiding efficiency
on the guiding voltage. Also, we have observed the depen-
dence of the transverse temperature of the guided molecular
beam on the guiding voltage. Our study shows that the rela-
tive guiding efficiency of the guided molecular beam and its
transverse temperature are increased with increasing the
guiding voltage Vguide and our experimental results are in
good agreement with ones of the calculations and Monte
Carlo simulations, and the maximum guiding efficiency can
reach �50% by using our guiding scheme as the guiding
voltage is 25 kV.

In comparison with the standard quadrupole electrostatic
guiding scheme,9–11 our two-wire guiding one has two main
advantages. �1� Our guiding efficiency is higher, this is be-
cause the voltages �or potentials� on our two-charged wires
are identical, and the distance b between the charged wires
and the grounded metal plates is large enough, we do not
need to consider the discharge effect between the two wires,
or between the charged wire and the grounded plate. So we
can choose the space 2a between the two wires as small as
possible, and the guiding voltage on the two wires as high as
possible, and then we can obtain a deeper well depth and a
higher guiding efficiency. �2� Our guiding scheme is simpler,
and cold molecular beam is guided between two charged
wires, so it can be used to form various molecule-optical
elements, such as Y-shaped molecular-beam splitter �similar

to one22�, molecule interferometer, and so on, also to guide
other species of cold polar molecules, even to generate a
continuous-wave cold molecular beam by using an electro-
static bent guide.9 Therefore, our guiding scheme has some
new and important applications in molecule optics, particu-
larly in integrated molecule optics.
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